Year 5 Knowledge
Organisers
Autumn 1 2021-2022

This booklet will outline for you the units of work that your child will
be covering in our wider curriculum this half term.

Swallowdale
Curriculum

For each subject, you will find a Knowledge Organsier. These will
show you the main elements of learning for your child. Please note
that History and Geography are taught in alternative half terms as
are Art and Design and Technology.
We hope you find these useful to outline your child’s learning this
half term. The children will be familiar with these too so you will be
able to share them together and talk about their learning at school.

More information about our curriculum can be found on the school’s
website.

Year 5 Drawing
I will continue to develop my drawing skills from year 4 by exploring the work of Olivier Leger .
During my art lessons I will:
• use a variety of different shaped lines to indicate movement in
my drawings
• continue to study other artists’ drawings and experiment with
some of these styles
• draw reflections
• try out different techniques in my sketch book
• draw from selective observation and from memory
• use a grid to draw accurately
• make marks to recreate textures
Vocabulary

Definition

monochrome

art that is just in black, white and grey

stimulus

something that leads to you having an idea and
creating something

highlights

an area of the lightest tone in
a painting, drawing, photograph

Artist Focus
Olivier Leger

Olivier Leger is a local artist from Leicestershire. He is
interested in creating detailed drawings of marine life.
Leger’s work is often large and completed with ink.

Mayans – Year 5 Knowledge
Organiser
Key Dates
1100
BC

First hunter gatherers settle
along the Pacific Coast of
Central America.

1000
BC

Larger settlements are
beginning to be created.

700
BC

Maya writing begins to
develop across different cities.

400
BC

First Maya calendars are
carved into stone.

100
BC

First pyramids are built in
Central America.

400
AD
800
AD

The population of key cities
begin to expand.
Building of stepped pyramid of
Chichen-Itza

925
AD

Chichen-Itza becomes the
capital city of the Maya.

1000
AD

Chien-Itza is the most powerful
city in Central America.

1500
AD

The first European people
arrive from Spain and begin
the colonisation of Central
America.

A beautiful example of a
Mayan calendar that was
carved into stone with
wonderful detail. Mayan’s
used calendars to track
different periods of time across
days, months and years.

Chichen-Itza pyramid – a
magnificent stepped
pyramid built by the Maya
as a temple to the gods. It
still stands today in
Mexico, dominating the
archaeological area.

Central America
where the Maya
people settled to
build their cities.
In modern times
it is made of
countries such as
Mexico, Belize
and Guatemala.

Vocabulary

Definition

artefact

An object that is made by a person, such
as a tool or a decoration.

calendar

A printed or carved table showing the
days, weeks and months of the year.

civilisation

Human society which is organised.

dynasty

A series of rulers or leaders who are all
from the same family.

empire

A group of countries ruled by a single
person, government or country.

hieroglyphics

A system of writing using pictures not
words.

kingdom

A place ruled by a king, queen or
important person.

maize

Corn – a major resource of food for the
Mayan people and a part of their
religious culture too.

pyramid

A 3D man-made structure that is built
through large cuboids of rock piled on
one another to form a triangular shape.

sacrifice

A slaughtering of an animal or human as
an offering to please the gods.

temple

A building used for the worship of a god
or gods in some religions.

MFL KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
Year 5 Unit 13
Prior Learning

Key Vocabulary

I will already know:

J’ai mange

I ate

•

J’ai bu

I drank
Did you eat (a
banana)?

the names of some food and
drinks

•

J’aime and Je n’aime pas

Tu as mangé (une
banane)?

•

Je préfère …

et

and

•

Je déteste …

mais

but

un sandwich

a sandwich

un gâteau

a cake

du fromage

some cheese

de la salade

some salad

• The use of du, de la, de l’, des

de l’eau

some water

• Plural nouns with les and des

des chips

some crisps

• Compound sentences with
connectives et and mais

une crêpe

a pancake

une banane

a banana

I will already know how to say the
date with some help.

Grammar

Key Learning
I know how to talk about some of the
food that I have eaten.
I know how to talk about some of the
drink that I have drunk.

de l’eau
du fromage

une banane

un gâteau
un sandwich

Year 5 Music Knowledge Organiser: Autumn Term 1
Key vocabulary
drone

chord

semibreve

A sustained sound that could be a
single note or a chord.

I am listening to:
English Folk Song
Suite

Two or more notes played
together to achieve harmony.
A note worth four beats.

Composer:

Symphonic Variations
on an African Air

Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958)
• English composer
• Works include ballets, operas, vocal pieces and
orchestral compositions composed over 60 years
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912)
• English composer and conductor

I am learning to:
minim

A note worth two beats.

Listen

•
crotchet

quaver

A note worth one beat.

•

A note worth half a beat.

A note worth a quarter of a
beat.

•
•

Sing
•

semiquaver

Compare and contrast folk songs from
English Folksong Suite
Discuss the theme and variations in
Coleridge- Taylor’s work

Improvise and Compose

Sing songs with a sense of ensemble
and performance, observing phrasing,
accurate pitching and style.

Improvise freely over a drone
Compose melodies from pairs of
phrases
Perform

•

Create sequences of phrases, arranged
into bars using crotchets, crotchet
rests, quavers, paired quavers,
semibreves and semiquavers.

Year 5 Jigsaw Unit 1 Being Me in My World
I have already learnt to…

Now I will learn to…

Next I will learn to…

PSHE

Explain why being listened to and listening to
others is important in my school community.

Compare my life with other people in my country
and explain why we have rules, rights and
responsibilities to try and make the school and
the wider community a fair place.

Explain how my choices can have an impact on
people in my home, school community and
globally.

Social &
Emotional

Explain why being democratic is important and
can help me and others feel valued.

Explain how the actions of one person can affect
another and give examples of this from school
and a wider community context.

Empathise with others in my community and
globally and explain how this can influence the
choices I make.

I will understand this vocabulary…

I can answer these reflective
questions…
Should a government help its own citizens before it
helps refugees?
Is it the government’s responsibility to ensure that
every citizen in our country can have their rights
met?
What are your responsibilities to yourself or others
so that everybody has the chance to learn?

refugee

Forced to leave their country. Escaping countries
at war or persecution. They do not know where
they’ll end up.

asylum

Person who has left their country and has applied
for refugee status and is awaiting a decision on
the application.

migrant

Choose to move to improve their lives. Have no
direct threat of persecution or death.

prejudice

An opinion that someone already holds that is not
based on reason or actual experience.

citizen

Someone who is a citizen of a particular country
is legally accepted as belonging to that country.

persecution

A strong dislike and ill-treatment, especially
because of race or political or religious beliefs.

collaboration

The action of working with someone to produce
something.

Year 5 – Autumn 1
What does it mean to be a Muslim in Britain today?
What will I learn in this topic?

Key Vocabulary

I will learn about the five pillars of Islam and the importance of
these to Muslim believers. I will learn about the Qur’an, how it
should be treated and key messages that can be found in it.

Muslim – A person who follows the religion of Islam.
Qur’an – The Islamic holy book.
Mecca – The Islamic holy city in Saudi Arabia.
mosque – Muslim place of worship.
Allah – The one God of Islam.
Prophet Muhammad – An honest man, chosen by Allah to
be his messenger.
muezzin – The official who proclaims the call to prayer.
rak’ah – The name for the series of movements
completed during prayer.
Eid–Ul–Fitr – The celebration at the end of Ramadan.
pilgrimage – A sacred journey.

The Five Pillars of Islam
The Five Pillars of Islam are the core beliefs and practices that
Muslims follow.
Shahadah – There is no other God than Allah.
Salah – Praying five times a day.
Zakah – Giving to charity to help the poor.
Sawm – Fasting during the month of Ramadan
Hajj – Visiting Mecca once in your lifetime.

The star and crescent moon is
the symbol of Islam.

Year 5 Science Knowledge Organiser
Forces and magnets
Key vocabulary
force: A force is a push or pull. Forces make
objects move, stop moving, speed up, slow
down or change direction.
friction: When one surface moves against
another, the rubbing force that tries to stop
them is called friction.
air resistance: The force that slows down
objects as they move through air.
water resistance: The force that slows down
objects as they move through water.

What should I already know?
•

I will understand the effects of air
resistance, water resistance and friction,
that act between moving surfaces.

•

I will know that a mechanism (such as a
lever, pulley or gear) allows a small force
to be increased to a larger force.

•

I can use the words ‘attract’ and ‘repel’ to
explain which materials are magnetic and
non-magnetic.

I will know that objects fall towards the
Earth because of the force of gravity
acting between the Earth and the falling
object.

Key knowledge

Links with the world around us:

Simple mechanisms to make tasks easier.

Real-life example of forces in action

•

I can explain forces as pushes and pulls.

•

I can compare how things move on
different surfaces

•

I can explain that magnets work by
producing a magnetic force around an
object.

•

upthrust: An upward push or thrust.
mass: A measure of the amount of matter in
an object (measured in grams and kilograms).
Mass will be the same whether you are on
Earth or in space.

A skydiver falls quickly until
they open their parachute.

weight: The force of gravity on an object.
This changes whether you are on Earth or in
space. Weight in measured in Newtons.
gravity: Discovered by Sir Isaac Newton,
gravity is a force that pulls objects down
towards the centre of the Earth.

Gears are toothed
wheels which lock
together and turn Pulleys use rope or cable
each other to form
to lift, lower or move
simple machines.
heavy objects easily.

A dolphin has a streamlined
shape to help them move
through the water.

Contemporary engineering

Significant scientist
Sir Isaac Newton (1642 – 1726)

was an English scientist and
mathematician. He discovered
the idea of forces acting upon
objects on Earth and that for
every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction.

What will I know by the end of the unit?

A lever uses a rigid bar resting on a pivot, to
move a heavy load, when pressure is applied
to the other.

Emma England is an
aeronautical engineer
who works as part of a
team designing the
wings of aircrafts.

